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Survival Strategies for a Resource 
Sector Bear Market



Overview

• What is the nature of the current bear 
market? 

• How stressed is the junior sector and what 
are its non-cyclical structural challenges?

• What story types can a junior offer investors 
that promise not just survival but success?



If it looks like a bubble, 
and starts to quack like 
a bubble, how it can it 
not be a bubble?

Wall Street target: $900-$1,000

The gold narrative has been 
hijacked by ideological scolds 
whose influence in Washington 
has hampered the recovery from 
the Great Recession.



$255 billion
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New Metal Price Reality

VS

Old Cost Structure



If contributions by juniors were put 
into production it would boost 
global production 28% from 2012 
output of 17 million tonnes.



If contributions by juniors were put 
into production it would boost 
global production 30% from 2012 
output of 87 million ounces.







Eleonore

Mid Grade Au - No Resource
Hammond Reef

Low Grade Au - PEA 2009

Galeno

Mid-Grade Cu - PFS 2007

Frutta del Norte

High Grade Au - Resource Only



Friendly bid from B2Gold at 0.15:1 sh
that values Volta at $60 million despite 
having working capital of $10 million & a 
PFS with $450 million NPV (10%) and 
29% IRR at $1,286 gold .



$3,000+ 
Dreamland

New UG 
Discovery Hurdle

New OP 
Discovery Hurdle







$37.2 billion raised by resource 
juniors via private placement 
during 2002-2013



During their last fiscal year the 
TSXV resource juniors burned 
$250 million per month in 
overhead. Financing is now 
raising less than $200 million 
per month.







Not a survival strategy!







• Accessing Capital: Brokers as a gateway between investor capital and 
corporate treasuries are disappearing through regulatory changes such 
as the “client relationship model” and a banking establishment shift to 
“asset management” which discourage individual stock trading due to 
the resulting “suitability” firewall. Independent brokers cannot survive 
on individual trade commissions that must be competitive with discount 
fees.

• Accredited Investor Restriction: The $1 million net worth excluding 
residential real estate equity requirement for private placement
participation severely reduces the pool of eligible investors. In the name 
of “protection” the regulators prevent the retail investor from being a 
source of capital that makes things happen and turns them into sheep to 
be fleeced by the trading elites. With only a 4 month hold restriction on 
private placements this “protection” is obsolete. The old model where 
“insiders” sell “private placement” stock into a “retail after-market”
drummed up through “promotion” or through “arranged trades (gypsy 
swap)” and reinvest the proceeds through private placements no longer 
works.

Non-Cyclical Challenges for the Resource Juniors



• Order Book Fragmentation: The existence of un-consolidated multiple 
order execution platforms creates pointless complexity, kills the “first 
come first serve principle”, facilitates computerized front-running, 
and creates market distorting fee structures such as “active vs passive 
orders”. 

• Algorithmic and Proprietary Trading: The arrival of computer assisted 
trading and the facilitation of proprietary day trading by individuals 
coupled with the elimination of the up-tick rule for short-selling and 
minimal borrowing requirements for short term positions has turned the 
TSXV into a capital stripping mechanism for traders that undermines 
the market as a price discovery mechanism. Resource juniors which 
by their nature lack “intrinsic value” are particularly vulnerable, and 
have difficulty achieving higher prices to fund followup work on 
“encouraging exploration results”. The result is a dilution treadmill that 
punishes investors willing to take on higher early stage risk. The 
pushback solution of rollbacks wipes out minority shareholders and 
brings back the “rig job” of yesterday. Liquidity is destroyed rather than 
created for the resource junior sector.

Non-Cyclical Challenges for the Resource Juniors



• Knowledge Gap & Demographic Decline: The expansion of resource 
junior focus from discovery exploration to feasibility demonstration has not seen a 
corresponding knowledge growth among retail investors as to how to value 
advanced projects. The retail investor largely missed the super-cycle bull market 
because it does not understand the valuation methods, and has neither the time 
nor tools to apply such “math” to generate conclusions. Issuer restrictions on 
“forward looking statements” make it very difficult for juniors to explain what it is 
they are trying to accomplish and what it would be worth if they succeeded. The 
explosion of information makes it impossible for brokers to be knowledgeable 
about more than a handful of juniors. The old model of working with a promoter 
who steers investors to a “knowledgeable broker” is broken. The generation that 
understood how to speculate on discovery exploration plays has “gray hair” and is 
actively discouraged by the regulators and banking establishment to “bet on 
penny stocks”. A younger generation is not “discovering” the junior resource 
sector and sees no reason why it is a better gambling forum than trading ETFs
and leveraged derivative instruments.  We need an online interface that 
facilitates perceptual capture that is publicly available and gives structure to 
the resource junior market.

Non-Cyclical Challenges for the Resource Juniors



Build your deposit, mine it, and share it!

(Screenshot of prototype under development by Kaiser Research Online)



The most important survival strategy is having 
an answer to the  following question: 

What are you doing to create 
new wealth, why do you think 
you will succeed, and what 
would it be worth if you 
succeed?

Or, what is your story?



Survivor Strategy #1: Resource 
Feasibility demonstration for 
projects that appear to work at 
prevailing metal prices.



Survivor Strategy #2: Resource 
Feasibility demonstration keyed to 
higher real metal prices & 
alternative mining scenarios.



Survivor Strategy #3: 
Resource Feasibility 
& Discovery within 
the Discovery 
Exploration



Survivor Strategy #4: Focus on 
big system Discovery Delineation



Survivor Strategy #5: Deploy 
new target generation tools 
that enable you to see blind 
targets.



Survivor Strategy #6: New 
discovery driven area play.



Survivor Strategy #7: 
Prospect-Generator 
Farmout Model targeting 
new geological models and 
underexplored regions.



Survivor Strategy #8: Applying 
computer algorithms to existing 
data sets to generate new targets.



Survivor Strategy #9a: focus 
on feasibility demonstration 
play with a commodity not 
burdened by daily price 
volatility .

Survivor Strategy #9b: focus 
on discovery exploration for a 
commodity not burdened by 
daily price volatility.



Survivor Strategy #10: focus on 
zinc, an out of favor commodity 
for which a supply-demand 
imbalance is brewing.



Survivor Strategy #11: focus on 
new style of mineralization and 
processing approach.



Survivor Strategy #12a: focus 
on a metal with a looming 
security of supply problem like 
tungsten.



Survivor Strategy #12b: 
focus on a commodity with a 
local security of supply 
problem like phosphate in 
North America.



Survivor Strategy #12c: 
focus on a fast-track 
solution to a security of 
supply problem.



Survivor Strategy #13: focus on 
a country that has not yet had a 
wave of modern exploration 
such as Morocco.



Survivor Strategy #14: revisit 
old mining districts with new 
deposit or mining models.



Survivor Strategy #15: focus on 
the longshot toiling geologist 
who may be on the threshold of 
an unexpected major discovery.



Don’t wait for metal prices to bail out the 
junior resource sector, make it happen 
by delivering new discoveries that work 
with the metal prices we have.
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